Make data-driven decisions.

Hammerhead adds robust business intelligence and reporting capabilities to Microsoft Project Online and Project Server.

Its PPM data warehouse serves as the "data hub" of the PMO, increasing access to information while a synchronization engine keeps data fresh. Best-practice reports provide the visibility and accurate, in-depth understanding PMOs need to make vital business decisions.

Hammerhead features:

- Three product lines to meet the needs of any enterprise - Bi, Projects, and Platinum
- An on-demand PPM data warehouse with SSRS and Power BI integration
- Easy-to-navigate dashboards
- A pre-built reporting library
- SharePoint ideation support
- Full integration with Office 365 and Azure
- Clear snapshots of portfolio, program, and project status

Hammerhead delivers:

Anytime, anywhere access to cloud-based PPM data that is actionable, thanks to consistent, proactive data collection

SharePoint integration to drive innovation and data interrogation tools to ensure data quality

Reduced reporting cycles for consistent knowledge transfer, resulting in enhanced insight for better decision-making

Decreased customization & training costs for faster returns on your PPM investment

What could your PMO accomplish with Hammerhead?